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ABOUT KINDL

The Kindl approach to charred wood processing starts 

from the source. We own and operate a Saw Mill in Parry 

Sound, Ontario, where our wood species are processed 

from Timber to Finish. We are not only the people that 

help form your bespoke construction project, we can tell 

you exactly what town your timber is from and keep our 

costing competitive due to our vertical integration.



WHY BUY FROM US?
Why should I order from Kindl vs. a competitor?

Service.
Our team has been working in the lumber and woodworking 

industry for over 20 years, but the difference in Kindl is our 

service. We want to be your partner in achieving a truly unique 

vision for your custom project. Our bespoke process starts with 

an on site consultation (if you are within an hour of our mill) or 

a project discussion to frame your needs. Then we will create or 

present samples to suit your build.

Environment.
Because we control the process of your wood project from 

timber to finish at our Parry Sound mill, we can assure that we 

use best practices for the environment and forestry industry. 

We would be happy to use the timbers cleared from your lot 

to create your wood profiles and unique level of char. We are 

proud members of the Ontario Wood Council Portion Manage-

ment group.

Expertise.
Our facility has the proper ventilation and the required space to 

layout and char your wood with consistency, creating an “even 

char”. Our equipment is custom built for this process, our goal 

is to maximumize quality and efficiency. Our experienced staff  

ensure there is virtually no wasted wood during the charring 

process.

BENEFITS
-Durable. High rot and fire resistance

-Natural. A natural pest deterrent

-Unique. A memorable surface finish

APPLICATIONS
-Fencing / Decks

-Exterior Siding

-Millwork / Interior

SELECTED FINISHING 

Cedar-dark char                Cedar-charred & brushed

Douglas fir-light char              Douglas fir-charred & brushed

Hickory-dark char                  Cedar-gator skin

CUSTOMIZATION
-Large selection of milled profiles

-Handcrafted knives for profiles to suit your custom spec.

-Mixing infinite options of species, char, and profile.

CHARRED WOOD (Shou Sugi Ban)
The art of charring wood started in Japan centuries ago.  The 

process called Shou Sugi Ban was used to preserve cedar, 

making the wood less susceptible to fire, pests, and rot.  The 

process is time tested and uses natural techniques from firing 

the wood, cleaning it and finishing it for your project. The visual 

effect is far more desirable than standard stains and paints, 

with a unique story and custom feel for every application.

PRODUCT
Each Kindl project is bespoke. Our finishing specialists will 

help you define a suitable application and specify the technical 

details of the product including species choice level of char, 

brushing, staining and the overall aesthetic.
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